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Introduction 

The 2022 job market has been less than predictable. Market stability in a post-pandemic era is still 
elusive. Our mission at Public Insight is to take all the noise in this market and turn it into 
meaningful, actionable insights. Each month we generate a job market report that provides insights 
into the previous month. Each year we attempt to look back on the previous year and see if there are 
observable themes. This paper is designed to summarize the big-picture themes we are seeing.    

There is plenty to be encouraged about it in the first full year of a post-pandemic recovery.  

• Job openings remain in record territory 
• Unemployment is at multi-year lows 
• Layoffs despite the news are at multi-year lows 
• Inflation appears to be somewhat under control 

These appear to be very encouraging signs and even cause for celebration with boom times ahead. 
Yet there is this nagging feeling that things are not as good as they appear. Living in Northeast Ohio 
for the past forty years has taught me that gray clouds are obscuring the sunshine that is behind it. 
There is an obvious conundrum associated with today’s job market. 

Market analytics plays a huge role in understanding the pulse of an ever-changing market. Market 
analytics also serves to level set talent acquisition and retention performance against peers. It sets 
the context by which the market can be properly understood and evaluated.  

KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM 2022 
• Jobs remain plentiful but there is a moving, shrinking population of job seekers. 

• A large segment of the job seeker population is on the move either in their career or 
physically to other locations. 

• Supply/demand imbalances in some markets suggest opportunity but in others suggest long-
term challenges. 

• Pay transparency is here to stay and employers are adjusting. 

• Remote work is still negotiating itself in a market with varying expectations.  

• Worker sentiment seems to have hit bottom and is now slowly rising. 
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More Jobs Than People to Fill Them 

Where are eleven million workers for open jobs coming from? 
Job openings have traditionally been viewed as a significant economic strength metric. The 
assumption historically is that there would be enough people to fill open jobs. The pandemic has 
turned that theory on its head.  

The current job openings number is simply way out of whack with reality. Job openings are over 50% 
above pre-pandemic levels as shown below.  
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FLAT HIRING LEVELS 

However, hires have remained flat and at par with pre-pandemic levels. The real pickup of jobs from 
the mass layoffs of the pandemic lasted less than one year. Since the summer of 2022 we have 
remained at pre-pandemic levels despite record job openings.  

 

What is the Real Labor Pool? 
There are a lot of question marks around what the real labor pool is. Historically unemployed people 
have been the benchmark for the labor pool. This number currently stands at 5.7 million which 
means that there are nearly two open positions for every unemployed worker.  

Unemployed people are just the tip of the iceberg. Unemployed people do not include the 
underemployed which are those people who simply are not in the market. There are several forms of 
underemployment:  

• Visible underemployment is when an individual works fewer hours than is necessary for a 
full-time job in their chosen field. Due to the reduced hours, they may work two or more part-
time jobs in order to make ends meet. 

• The second type is invisible underemployment. It refers to the employment situation in which 
an individual is unable to find a job in their chosen field. Consequently, they work in a job 
that is not commensurate with their skill set and, in most cases, pays much below their 
customary wage. 

• A third type of underemployment refers to situations in which individuals who are unable to 
find work in their chosen field quit the workforce altogether, meaning they haven't looked for 
a job in the last four weeks, per the Bureau of Labor Statistics' (BLS) definition of "not in the 
labor force."1 
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The number of underemployed is a hard number to pin down but one survey quantifies the number 
as high as 22 million people. Many who were laid off during the pandemic simply never re-entered 
the workforce. In addition, the quit rate exploded during the initial recovery period and has never 
quite returned to pre-pandemic levels as the graph below shows. Finally, labor force participation 
rates remain near historic lows at just over 60%.  

 

 

 

1 Source: Investopedia definition - https://www.investopedia.com/terms/u/underemployment.asp 
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Slowing Posting Volume 
Posting volume during 2022 declined on a year-over-year basis in ten out of twelve months with 
double digit declines in seven of the months as shown below. The red and green lines represent the 
percentage variance during the month while the green and red bars indicate the number variance.  

 

There is cause for optimism as the decline slowed towards the end of the year and January 2023 
postings showed modest growth.  

Job Posting Turnover 
Job posting turnover measures how rapidly job postings are turning over. This consists of several key 
measures: 

• Reposting rates indicate the percentage of jobs that are reposted but does not factor in the 
number of times a job is reposted.  

• Job posting intensity is a measure of how frequently a job is posted. For example, if the same 
job is posted twice, job posting intensity is two.  

• Urgency indicators show the postings which are flagged as urgent. This is also a measure of 
the perceived need to fill the job.  

• Estimated fill days are based on the number of days from when an ad is first posted to when 
it expires or is withdrawn. This metric is most applicable for months or quarters which is the 
timeframe that most jobs are estimated to be filled.  

• Open days indicates the number of days a job posting has been open. 
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The following table shows the key posting metric statistics by quarter.  

 

REPOSTING RATES 

Reposting rates increased from the 38-39% range to a range of 41 to 44% in 2022 with the third 
quarter being the highpoint of 44%.  

FILL DAYS 

Fill days in general stayed in the fifties during the year with the highest rate occurring towards the 
end of the year.  

OPEN DAYS 

Open postings showed a general decline over the last fifteen months from the peak in September 
2021. In addition, the open postings average age in days has now gone up from 109 days in January 
2022 to over 145 days at the end of the year. However, the rate of decline in this number is slowing 
again leaving room for optimism. 

 

2022-Q4 2022-Q3 2022-Q2 2022-Q1 2021-Q4 2021-Q3 2021-Q2
Job Postings 6,886,543    7,521,553 8,430,053 7,343,484 7,497,798 9,652,689 8,745,515 
Reposting % 40.95% 44.02% 41.49% 38.60% 39.35% 38.57% 35.56%
Permanently Remote 2.15% 2.31% 2.60% 2.28% 1.80% 1.82% 1.60%
Temporarily Remote 0.74% 1.22% 2.02%
Hybrid Remote 1.82% 1.35% 0.93% 0.56%
Mid Posted Compensation 52,804          51,841       50,795       48,853       48,666       50,690       47,668       
% Ads with Compensation 77.58% 73.21% 66.60% 52.60% 43.27% 44.94% 46.30%
Urgent % 7.87% 13.07% 19.06% 19.25% 10.03% 10.90% 23.39%
Filled % 73.19% 88.93% 92.26% 95.65% 97.16% 98.06% 98.64%
Estimated Fill Days Age 57.79            55.42          48.99          50.52          68.38          55.33          47.16          
Job Posting Intensity 1.41               1.54            1.60            1.62            1.58            1.60            1.62            
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The Great People Migration 

Much has been written about the “great resignation”, but job seekers rarely resign with no place to 
go. In our TalentView platform, we define a job seeker as one who has updated their resumé on 
Indeed. This is a rough approximation of who is in the market signaling they are looking for a job. We 
then trace the movement of that job seeker over time based on the following resumé changes, a 
metric we call workforce migration. The following changes are tracked: 

• Position changes 
• Location changes 

Workforce net migration is measured as arrivals (people coming in) over departures (people leaving). 
Net migration is always a net zero metric. It is the context that provides the value against this metric. 
For example, if a job seeker leaves retail for healthcare, healthcare has a +1 net migration and retail 
has a -1 net migration.  

The use cases for workforce migration are almost limitless. Several examples include: 

• How workers are moving between industries  

• How effective employers are at retaining employees 

• How aggressive employers are at promoting employees (worker stays at same employer with 
position change).  

• Where workers are relocating and what positions most often relocate 

Migration metrics can influence everything from long-term career and workforce planning to short-
term recruitment marketing and talent acquisition strategies.  
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Industry Market Movement 
An obvious trend during the pandemic was the movement of workers out of customer facing 
industries such as accommodation and food services and retail. The graph below shows the industry 
net migration as a percentage of resumés by industry.  

 

Construction was the biggest gainer as a percentage of job seeker resumés followed by utilities, 
professional and scientific, and finance.  

This movement was uniform throughout 2022. In fact, the highest exodus of workers happened at 
the end of the year. The good news is that there is still a solid supply of workers in these industries 
which we will discuss in the next section.  
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Worker Relocation 
In addition to industry and occupational movement, workers relocated in droves. Remote work 
opened tremendous opportunities to work from anywhere. Many made lifestyle changes to relocate 
to warmer and more affordable locations. The top gainers for relocation movement included 
Houston, Dallas, Atlanta, Tampa, and Phoenix. Second tier metro areas such as Charlotte also 
benefitted tremendously. Charlotte had a higher net location change rate (line graph expressed as a 
percentage of resumés). A sample representation of net location changes is shown below.  
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Supply/Demand Imbalances 

We have already highlighted the challenges in filling jobs and the significant decline in participating 
workers. We have also highlighted the exodus of workers out of customer-facing industries. But what 
is the current state of supply and demand?  

To do this, we superimpose job seekers based on resumés against net job postings (total postings 
less repostings). We can then look at this supply and demand in different ways. The graphs highlight 
supply surplus (more job seekers than net postings) shown in green or supply shortage (less job 
seekers than net postings) shown in red. 

Industry Gaps 
While retail and accommodation and food services had a large exodus of workers, there is still plenty 
of supply as shown below.  

  

Health Care on the other hand is experiencing an acute shortage of workers as shown by the red 
inline graph. Other challenging industries include professional, scientific, and technical services and 
finance and insurance.  
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Location Challenges 
Supply/Demand gaps can be exacerbated by regional shortages. In the graph below we see that 
worker shortages are concentrated in the north as indicated by the preponderance of the red circles 
in the northern half of the U.S. Those are indicative of a resumé to posting ratio of less than 1. 
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Pay Transparency is Here to Stay 

Prior to 2022 only one in three jobs had advertised pay ranges. As we ended 2022, that number 
dramatically increased approaching nine in ten. This phenomenon was influenced by a number of 
factors: 

• State and regional laws mandating pay disclosures 
• Requirements by job boards such as Indeed® 
• Market expectations  

The expectation of pay disclosures was that pay ranges would be artificially inflated to circumvent 
the requirements. A gross example of this is illustrated below. 

 

However, the reality is that the pay ranges remained tight and consistent with the ranges before the 
dramatic rise in pay transparency. In the graph below, we superimpose the percentage of ads with 
pay disclosure (bar) against the weighted average of pay ranges (line). 
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Has Remote Work Reached Its Peak? 

Few will question whether remote work is here to stay. The great social experiment that the 
pandemic brought made remote arrangements very desirable for many reasons. Over the course of 
2021, remote work shifted from a temporary to a permanent arrangement. During 2022, hybrid 
remote work arrangements were introduced. This quickly rivaled permanent arrangements before 
both permanent and hybrid arrangements peaked during the latter stages of 2022.  
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Top Remote Occupations 
Employers are very reluctant to label positions as permanently remote. Remote work by and large 
remains relatively rare and confined to a small group of job titles.  

The table below shows the top remote job titles. Most are tied to software, data, finance, marketing, 
and sales. The sparkline shows the trend for these jobs by month with the highest and lowest 
months marked with a dot. Many of these job titles are not trending up in remote work. 
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Worker Sentiment on the Rebound 

Between 2021 and 2022, worker sentiment declined rapidly. Worker sentiment measures the level 
of positivity and negativity based on text analysis of Indeed® and Glassdoor® reviews. We calculate 
a net promoter score (NPS) based on review sentiment. These scores will range between +100 
(highest positivity) and -100 (highest negativity). In the later stages of 2022, the NPS bottomed out 
and is now starting to climb up as shown below. NPS has not quite reached pre-pandemic levels, but 
it is getting there.  
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Net Promoter Scores increased across industries during the year. The graph below shows the 
progression of NPS by industry by quarter. 

 

• Retail had the worst NPS but showed strong improvement in the last quarter.  

• Accommodation and Food Services showed a 33% bump in reviews in Q4. 

• Health Care remained challenged in worker sentiment. 

• White collar jobs in Information and Professional, Scientific, and Technical showed sentiment 
declines from early in the year but improvement from the mid-part of the year.  

• Construction and Educational Services remain the most content workers. 
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About Public Insight 

Public Insight® develops TalentView, a job market data and analytics solution for rapidly evaluating, 
benchmarking, and monitoring market data and trends impacting talent acquisition.  

TalentView generates strategic, targeted market insights that optimize talent acquisition strategies 
and improve employer recruiting and branding effectiveness.  

TalentView transforms data from interrelated data sources such as Indeed®, Glassdoor®, 
InsideView®, and government publications into dynamic, actionable market insights such as:  

• Job posting fill rates and open jobs aging 
• Supply and demand market metrics 
• Remote work trends and opportunities  
• Workforce migration 
• Candidate skills and assessments 
• Market selection and demographics 
• College programs/awards and diversity 
• Alumni profiles 
• Employer ratings (including diversity categories) 
• Employer reviews and sentiment analysis 
• Employer opinion mining 
• Compensation survey and trends 
• Ad-rate compensation 

Public Insight solutions are built on Microsoft® Power BI and data mining technologies to enable 
self-service analysis, benchmarking (title, occupation, region, employer, industry), decision making 
and collaboration using open standards and data transparency. 

Sign up for our monthly jobs report to gain more market insights and receive additional supplemental 
materials.  

 

 

 


